
Alpha Base OS update 1.47

what's new?

1.43  Instrument select CC internal set to CC63. In earlier updates CC64 was 
changed into CC63. 
This caused that the instrument select edit locks in multimode didn't work any 
more.

1.44  External BPM Clk display cancelled in multimode because the cursor was 
erased. 
Also jumping off the instrument selection page in multimode after step-locks 
button release fixed.
Edit locks erase added. On page B, encoder 13 click erases all edit locks in the 
selected bar in lockstep editing.

1.45 Mute red LED redraw in red edit rows fixed.

1.46  Midi realtime performance of instrument selection improved. Prog change
reception of channels 1-11 (instrument selection) only in multimode. 
In combination with a DAW and in single mode there always came up a wrong 
multimode screen when locators were moved.
Realtime recording fixed. The hit quantise to the midpoint between two steps 
had a bug.

1.47  Bleeding off function added. Encoder 12 (filter shape) click. Only use this 
function if you want to use the individual ouputs and the mix out.
Many users had reported the issue of "bleeding" sound of an instrument to the 
mix out after inserting a cable into an individual out.

This has never been a bug but is hardware related. The A/D converters for the 
panning and the fx tap the signal before the switching jack. 
Then the fx and panning is mixed from the D/A to the stereo out along with the 
digital instruments XSMP1+2 and FM synth.
The rest of sound in the mix out can only be avoided if 

1. the pan is centered and
2. the fx is turned off for that channel.

Now this does the function "Bleeding Off". It centers all pannings for the analog
instruments KD to Ride and turns off any effects.
This is made in the sound settings. So if the preset is stored after applying 
"bleeding off" it remembers it. 
Bleeding off does not affect the 3 digital instruments XSMP1+2 and FM synth.


